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The current process for specifying, installing and commissioning building control sequences is largely
manual and based on ambiguous natural language specifications. It lacks a formal end-to-end quality
control and it has been shown not to deliver high performance sequences at scale. While high-
performance HVAC control sequences enable significant reductions in energy consumption, errors in
implementing the control logic are common even for less advanced sequences. To improve this situation,
we present a digitized building control delivery workflow with formal end-to-end verification, a Control
Description Language for the digital specification of building control sequences within this workflow, and
software tools that enable digitization of this process. Using the process and tools introduced here,
mechanical designers can customize, test and improve these sequences within annual energy simulation,
store them in a library for use in other projects, and export them for bidding. Control providers can
implement the sequences on existing control product lines through code generation. Commissioning
providers can formally verify whether as-installed sequences conform to the digital design specification
that was exported by the mechanical designer. Moreover, control product development teams can use
the reference implementations of these libraries within their product testing to ensure that their
products reproduce the behavior of the reference implementations. This paper presents this process, the
language and the supporting software, together with examples of all of the above steps. The presented
work has given rise to a new proposed standard, ASHRAE 231P, that will allow digitizing the building
control delivery process through the standardization of a control-vendor independent format for
exchanging control logic that we pioneered through the here presented work.
Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.

org/licenses/by/4.0/).
1. Introduction

High performance building control sequences have been shown
to significantly reduce energy consumption, with savings in the
range of 23 %e30 % being common for most building types [11].
This requires control sequences to be properly designed and
implemented. However, it also has been shown that in large com-
mercial buildingswith built-up HVAC systems, programming errors
are the leading cause of control related problems [4]. The fact that
access article under the CC BY lice
control related problems are a key contributor to missed energy
savings has been confirmed by a subsequent study from different
authors, which identified in existing commercial buildings 481
operational issues. This study estimates the correction of control
related problems to account for more than 75 % of the potential
energy savings obtained in commissioning [9]. This energy savings
potential is not surprising as today's process to specify, implement
and verify control sequences is based on ambiguous and often
incomplete English language specification of the controls intent
that produces low quality implementations. Energy efficiency,
occupant- and grid-responsiveness of control sequences are diffi-
cult to quantify and realize. As a result, the expected energy per-
formance is often not achieved. This poses risks to building owners
nse (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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Fig. 1. Overview of the workflow for control sequence design, export of a specification,
implementation on a control platform and verification against the specification.

1 For example, there is no specification of the anti-windup of a PI controller.
Moreover, while it defines an optimum start up, it does not provide an imple-
mentation and is vague about some of its parameters.
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as the return of investment of energy saving measures may not be
achieved, the HVAC system may be oversized to compensate for
malfunctioning and occupant comfort may not be achieved. Missed
energy savings can be estimated as follows: An LBNL study iden-
tified 16 % median actual savings from retro-commissioning [24].
Therefore, if one assumes that around 75 % of the 16 % expected
energy savings associated with commissioning relate to controls,
then simply by ensuring that controls work as intended, about 12 %
energy can be saved. Assuming that the workflow described in this
paper is primarily applicable to built-up HVAC systems and these
are used in buildings larger than 50, 000 sf, which account in the US
for 50 % of the commercial floor area, the estimated savings average
6 % across all US commercial buildings.

The current controls design process is such that the mechanical
designer may at best specify building control sequences in an En-
glish language specification. However, such a specification cannot
be tested formally for correctness. It is also ambiguous, leaving
room for different implementations, including variants that were
not intended by the designer or may not work correctly. The
implementation of the sequences is often done by a controls
contractor who either attempts to implement the sequence as
specified, or use a sequence of a similar project that appears to have
the same control intent. During commissioning, the lack of an
executable specification of the control sequence against which the
implementation can be tested makes commissioning of the control
sequences expensive and limited [15].

To change this status quo, we are working on digitizing the
control delivery process. In support of this effort, we have been
developing tools and a process that allow for a digital control
specification, performance assessment using whole building en-
ergy simulation, and delivery and implementation on existing
building automation product lines. The technical environment for
such a digital control delivery starts to fall in place: For commu-
nication of control signals, standards such as BACnet, LonWorks
and EIB/KNX arewidely used. For semantic modeling, Haystack and
Brick are increasingly used, and ASHRAE Standard 223P aims to
standardize semantic modeling, building on these previous efforts.
However, what is missing is a means to express control sequences
in a way that enables simulation during design, export of control
specification and documentation, translation to commercial prod-
uct lines through code generation and reuse for formal verification
of the correct implementation of the control sequences. This gap is
what the OpenBuildingControl project attempts to close. A key
element of OpenBuildingControl is the Control Description Lan-
guage (CDL) that has been developed in the project. CDL is a
declarative language for expressing control sequences through
block diagram modeling. To enable simulation of closed loop con-
trol as part of annual energy modeling during building design or
control research, we designed CDL to be a proper subset of the
Modelica language, an open standard for an equation-based object-
oriented modeling language [23,26]. As CDL is a declarative lan-
guage, the control specification can be exported in a vendor-
independent json format that serves as an intermediate format to
produce English language documentation including control point
lists, and that can serve as inputs to a code translator to a particular
control product line. The control specification can also be exported
for use in a formal workflow that verifies that the control signal of
the actual implementation is within a user-selected tolerance of the
simulated control signal. This provides a workflow with an end-to-
end verification as shown in Fig. 1. Therefore, CDL complements
communication (BACnet) and semantic modeling (ASHRAE 223P)
by expressing the control logic, with the goal of standardizing this
missing part of the control representation. To the best of our
knowledge, this is the first demonstration where the performance
of a building control sequence has been tested in annual simulation,
2

the sequence has been translated through code generation to the
language used natively in a commercial control product line, and
the sequence computed by the controller has been formally verified
against its digital representation. Thereby, this demonstration
bridges the gap between energy modeling and control deployment
and controls commissioning.

We believe that the time for such an effort is ideal due to the
convergence of various technologies. These include the declarative
open standard Modelica that allows closed loop control modeling
and annual performance simulation, advances in code generation
that ease machine-to-machine translation of declarative languages,
and semantic modeling. The latter promises to enable the use of a
semantic model that was automatically generated from a declara-
tive Modelica model [13] for subsequent semi-automatic connec-
tion to an actual building in which a digital twin of the control and
of the building systems could be used to support building analytics,
for example using the MORTAR framework [12]. Due to the trend
towards all electric buildings, which, to increase 2nd law efficiency,
should no longer decouple subsystems through large temperature
lifts (as is customary in fossil-fuel based heating systems), and the
resulting need for more complex control which, in addition, also
need to provide grid flexibility, we believe such a convergence of
technology will help the industry achieving higher system-level
performance.

The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 discusses related
work. Section 3 describes the methodology, starting with the
workflow and then explaining the Control Description Language on
which the methodology is based on. This section also describes the
library of user-configurable control sequences, and our supporting
work on modeling and simulation environments to enable closed
loop performance evaluation. It also describes tools for translating
control sequences to control product lines and for formal verifica-
tion of control sequences that we have been developing. In Section
4, we present examples for closed-loop performance evaluation
using annual simulation, code generation of control sequences to a
commercial control product line, and formal verification of control
sequences implemented on a commercial controller. The paper
ends with a discussion in Section 5 and concluding remarks in
Section 6.
2. Related work

Related work includes the following:
ISO 16484e3 [20], Building automation and control systems

(BACS), specifies the characteristics of software and functions for
building automation systems, and a method for documentation of
the design. It defines function blocks with their inputs, outputs and
parameters, but is vague about the logic that is in these function
blocks.1 ISO 16484-3 Annex A provides a building automation
control system function list (BACS FL), represented as a
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spreadsheet. A BACS FL documents what equipment has what I/O, is
controlled by what function and how it is monitored (e.g., a supply
air temperature has one analog input, is controlled by a P-controller
and is on a dynamic display). Such functionality is then added up in
the spreadsheet. However, BACS FL cannot fully describe the
required control methods, especially in case of sophisticated and
non-standard control functions. These will need to be documented
in additional documents. Thus, BACS FL are not meant to provide an
executable specification and they appear to be not suited as a basis
to provide a formal language that meets our needs. However, ele-
ments of ISO 16484-3 such as Function Blocks (FB) that are used to
describe the inputs, outputs and parameters of BACS functions are
also used in CDL. Moreover, it appears that BACS FL could be
generated from CDL.

In contrast to ISO 16484e1, CDL allows systems to be tested
during the design phase, while in the ISO project implementation
process, the design approval is done prior to any testing, as Fig. 1 in
ISO 16484e1 [19] shows.

IEC 61131e3 [18] has been developed for industrial process
control. It standardizes Programmable Organization Units (POU),
which can be extended for object oriented programming including
support for polymorphism. It also standardizes a Sequential Flow
Charts (SFC) model that can be used to implement state machines.
It standardizes the graphical languages Ladder Diagram (LD) and
Function Block Diagram (FBD). The sequential function chart (SFC)
elements can be used in conjunctionwith either of these languages.
IEC 61131e10 [17] standardizes an XML format for the textual
language, instruction list (IL), the textual language, structured text
(ST), the graphical language, ladder diagram (LD), the graphical
language, function block diagram (FBD), and sequential function
chart (SFC). As IEC 61131-3 defines executable languages with
complex objects and rules for composing control algorithms, it
appears difficult if not impossible to use IEC 61131e3 as a basic
format that is then translated to building automation systems, as
building automation systems often provide significantly fewer ca-
pabilities. We therefore designed CDL, which better matches the
programming tools and techniques in place in the buildings in-
dustry. It seems feasible to translate CDL to IEC 61131e3, but we
have not yet attempted to do so.

Donida and Leva [8] developed within the AutoEdit project a
graphical application that converts LD and SFC that adhere to the
IEC 61131-3 standard to Modelica. Their approach is to generate
algorithmic Modelica code, which can then be linked up to
equation-based Modelica models of the plant for closed loop
simulation.

Husaunndee et al. [16] developed a MATLAB/Simulink-based
toolbox of models of HVAC components and plants for the design
and test of control systems called SIMBAD. SIMBAD has been used
for testing and emulation of building control sequences, and is
commercially distributed by CSTB France. Bonvini and Leva [5]
developed an industrial control library in Modelica. Yang et al. [39]
developed a tool chain that maps Simulink and Modelica models
into an intermediate format, and then refined it for implementation
in distributed controllers. Our approach borrows ideas from their
methodology. Schneider et al. [30] implemented a Modelica library
with standardized control functions for building automation. They
use control functions from VDI 3813e2:2011 and state graph rep-
resentations from VDI 3814e6:2009, implemented by extending
the models from the Modelica.StateGraph package [28]. Our
approach differs from their work as they document the control
using Unified Modeling Language (UML) class and activity dia-
grams. Schneider et al. [29] formalized the approach through the
introduction of CTRLont, and ontology for modeling control logic in
building automation systems. Our approach differs in that our
representation uses block diagrams that can be composed
3

hierarchically using a predefined set of elementary blocks. These
are then mapped to implementations of commercial control
product lines. In our approach, a related project is working on
extracting ontological information from suchmodels and exporting
it to Brick [3]. Thus, our approach has similarities to that of
Schneider et al. [29], but in our case, the English language
description of the sequences and the ontological information are
exported from CDL. The latter can be added to the CDL sequences,
or be autogenerated if the sequences are part of a model that also
contains the HVAC system, as shown in Fierro et al. [13]. Our
approach differs from Donida and Leva [8], Bonvini and Leva [5],
Yang et al. [39] and Schneider et al. [30] in that we use elementary
control blocks that form a basic library of control functions, and
simple composition rules that we believe suffice for composing
building control sequences. As we will see in Section 4.2, the con-
trol blocks are preserved in our translation from CDL to the input of
the code generator of a control product line. This decision was
made to enable the reuse of existing control product lines, possibly
with minor modifications, in our workflow.

3. Methodology

3.1. Workflow

Before discussing the main elements of the workflow, we first
provide in this section a high-level overview of the end-to-end
workflow. Given regulations and efficiency targets, labeled as (1)
in Fig. 2, a design engineer selects, configures, tests and evaluates
the performance of a control sequence using building energy
simulation (2), starting from a control sequence library that con-
tains ASHRAE Guideline 36 sequences, as well as any user-added
sequences (3), linked to a model of the mechanical system and
the building (4). If the sequences meet closed-loop performance
requirements, the designer exports a control specification,
including the sequences and functional verification tests expressed
in the Controls Description Language CDL (5). Optionally, for reuse
in similar projects, the sequences can be added to a user-library (6).
This specification is used by the control vendor to bid on the project
(7) and to implement the sequence (8) in product-specific code.
Prior to operation, a commissioning provider verifies the correct
functionality of these implemented sequences by running func-
tional tests against the electronic, executable specification in a
commissioning and functional verification tool (9). If the verifica-
tion tests fail, the implementation needs to be corrected and the
tests repeated until the tests pass.

For closed-loop performance assessment, step (2) in the figure,
Modelica models of the HVAC systems and controls [34] can be
linked to a Modelica envelope model [33] or to an EnergyPlus en-
velope model. This can currently be done through Spawn of Ener-
gyPlus [38]. Library of control sequences, step (3), have been
released with the Modelica Buildings Library 7.0.0 and more se-
quences are currently added to this library. To export control se-
quences in a vendor-neutral format, step (5), a translator from CDL
to a json intermediate format has been developed [22]. The json
intermediate format is to be used as input for cost estimation tools
and for translators to vendor-specific product lines. This translator
also outputs an English language description of the control
sequence, including its block diagram representation.

3.2. Control Description Language

This section describes the Control Description Language (CDL)
that we developed to support the OpenBuildingControl workflow
described in this paper.

The requirements of CDL include that it can be used within



Fig. 2. Overview of the OpenBuildingControl control design, deployment and verification workflow. See text for explanation of the numbers in the grey boxes.
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annual whole building energy simulations, and that it can be
executed on various building automation systems, either through
code generation that translates CDL into a representation needed
by the particular control system, or through translation to C code,
which may be encapsulated as a Functional Mockup Unit (FMU) in
order to use the open FMI standard [27] or the emerging eFMI
standard [10]. Therefore, the language needs to be declarative (in
order for it to be translated to other representations), simple (to
lower the barrier to develop translators) yet expressive enough to
be able to express control sequences and to be used as part of an
annual building energy simulation. Moreover, as we intend to
formally verify that the sequences installed in a building control
4

systemmeet the design specification, we require control sequences
that conform to CDL to allow a deterministic computation. By
deterministic computationwemean that control signals, computed
by implementations of the sequence in two different control sys-
tems or simulators, need to be identical as defined by Broman et al.
[6].

A key technical challenge that we encounteredwas that, due to a
lack of standards, existing building control product lines are het-
erogeneous. They differ in their functionality for expressing control
sequences, in their semantics of how control output gets updated,
and in their syntax, which ranges from graphical languages to
textual languages. Code generation for a variety of products is



Fig. 3. Implementation of an elementary CDL block. (Graphical annotations are
omitted.)
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common in the Electronic Design Automation industry, which de-
velops software tools for designing electronic systems such as in-
tegrated circuits and printed circuit boards. However, in the
Electronic Design Automation industry, engineers write models
and controllers are built to conform to the models. If this workflow
were to be applied to the buildings industry, then control providers
would need to update their product lines. We do not expect that
such costly product line reconfigurations can reasonably be ex-
pected in the next decade. Therefore, for the immediate future, the
CDL translation process will need to involve the building of models
of control sequences that can conform to their implementation on
target control product lines, while ensuring that, as new product
lines are being developed, they can invert the paradigm and build
controllers that conform to the models. The project team has,
therefore, selected the path of designing CDL in such a way that it
provides a minimum set of capabilities that can be expected to be
supported by control product lines, yet allows for use of recent
design automation workflows based on the FMI or eFMI standards.

We designed CDL as a declarative, modular language for
expressing block diagrams. CDL allows hierarchical modeling to
encapsulate and reuse through object instantiation preconfigured
control sequences. CDL also defines syntax for connecting inputs to
outputs, for propagating the values of parameters and for encap-
sulating composite blocks that can be stored in a library for reuse.
CDL also has annotations that declare how to graphically render the
block diagrams. It supports the provision of documentation in
HTML format. For simplicity and for compatibility with building
control platforms, CDL currently does not support object-
inheritance and use of state machines, although the former could
easily be added if objects are extended prior to translation.

For the implementation of CDL, we used a small subset of the
Modelica language that is needed for convenient declaration of
block diagrams.We selectedModelica as it is an open standard, as it
provides various open-source and commercial modeling and
simulation environments, as it allows to generate highly efficient
code for simulation, and because it is increasingly used to simulate
building energy and control systems. In particular, the US Depart-
ment of Energy has been funding the redesign of the EnergyPlus
simulation software so that it uses Modelica for the HVAC and
control simulation (see Section 3.4). As the model of computation,
CDL uses the synchronous data flow principle and single assign-
ment rule, which is consistent with the Modelica 3.4 Language
Specification [26, Sec. 8.4]. Therefore, all variables keep their value
until the value is explicitly changed, values are always present (and
hence can be accessed at any time instant), computation and
communication at an event instant do not take time, and every
input connector must be connected to exactly one output
connector.

Besides these rules, CDL also prescribes a library of elementary
building blocks that need to be supported by implementations that
support CDL. The functionality of elementary building blocks, but
not their implementation, is part of the CDL specification. Thus, in
the most general form, elementary building blocks can be consid-
ered as functions that for given parameters p, time t and internal
state x(t), map inputs u(t) to new values for the outputs y(t) and
states x0(t), e.g.,

ðp; t;uðtÞ; xðtÞÞ1ðyðtÞ; x0ðtÞÞ: (1)

Control providers who support CDL need to be able to implement
the same functionality as is provided by the elementary CDL blocks.
CDL implementations are allowed to use a different implementa-
tion of the elementary building blocks because the implementation
is language specific. However, implementations shall have the same
inputs, outputs and parameters, and they shall compute the same
5

response for the same value of inputs and state variables. Users are
not allowed to add new elementary building blocks. Rather, users
can use them to implement composite blocks. Fig. 3 shows an
actual implementation of an elementary building block. Such
elementary building blocks are organized into the packages shown
in Table 1. Using blocks from these packages and the CDL syntax for
connecting inputs to outputs and for propagating parameter values,
users and library developers can create composite blocks that
encapsulate more complex control sequences and store them in a
library for reuse. For example, if one would like to implement a
custom proportional controller with output limiter that computes
the output signal y ¼ max(k e, ymax), where k is a parameter, and e
and ymax are control inputs, one can implement the code shown in
Fig. 4 and store it in a file CustomPWithLimiter.mo. A visual editor
may render the block as shown in Fig. 5. The specification of the
CDL language was introduced by Wetter et al. [35].

3.3. Library of control sequences

Using the composition rules defined in the CDL language spec-
ification, library developers and end-users such as mechanical en-
gineers can compose control sequences for a given system, and
optionally store them in a library for use in other projects or to
share them with others.

In the Modelica Buildings library, we used CDL to implement a
subset of the sequences published in ASHRAE Guideline 36 [2].
Fig. 6 shows an overview of the implemented sequences. The
implementation is structured hierarchically into packages for air
handler units, into constants that indicate operation modes, into
generic sequences such as for a trim and respond logic, and into
sequences for terminal units. For every sequence, there is a vali-
dation package that illustrates the use of the sequence.

Using CDL, we also implemented sequences for outdoor lights
and for shading control, and implementations for primary plants
according to ASHRAE Research Project 1711 and for radiant systems
are in progress.

Our vision is that the simulation community will create and
share packages of ready-to-use control sequences. Similarly, if a
design firm uses their own, possibly proprietary sequences, they
can build a library and share themwithin their company. Hence, the
library will become a means to share expertise in building control
sequences, and also to continually improve the sequences from one
project to another.

3.4. Modeling and simulation environment

As CDL conforms to the Modelica Language Specification,
various Modelica modeling and simulation environments can be



Table 1
Structure of the CDL library.

Package name Description

Constants Package with constants, such as p
Continuous Package with blocks for continuous variables, such as an

adder, gain, integrator with reset, etc.
Conversions Package with blocks for type conversion, such as for

Boolean to Integer conversion
Discrete Package with discrete blocks, such as a time-sampled

zero-order hold, or a sampler with a trigger input signal
Integers Package with blocks for Integer variables
Logical Packagewith logical blocks, such as an "and" block and a

delay of a Boolean signal
Psychrometrics Package with psychrometric blocks
Routing Package with blocks that combine scalar signals into

vectorized signals, and extract a scalar signal from a
vectorized signal

Utilities Package with utility functions, such as to report a
warning

Types Package with type definitions, such as used to configure
a controller as P, PI, PD or PID, or to declare whether a
controller allows reset of its integrator to an input
signal, to a parameter or to disable the reset option

Interfaces Package with connectors for input and output signals

Fig. 5. Graphical rendering of a the composite control block shown in Fig. 4.
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used tomodel and simulate CDL conforming control sequences. The
CDL implementation has been tested with the OPTIMICA, Dymola,
OpenModelica and JModelica.org programs, which all provide a
modeling and simulation environment for Modelica. The US
Department of Energy is also funding a substantial redesign of the
EnergyPlus whole building energy simulation program called
Spawn of EnergyPlus [38]. In this redesign, the HVAC and control
models are implemented using the Modelica Buildings Library, and
the EnergyPlus envelope model is refactored to allow a tight
coupling with the HVAC, control and room air models. Spawn is
being developed in such a way that the co-simulation between the
Modelica HVAC and control simulation and the EnergyPlus enve-
lope simulation is set up automatically to allow an integrated
closed loop performance assessment. Spawn enables the user to
Fig. 4. Implementation of the composite control block that outputs y ¼ max(k e, ymax) w

6

use drag and drop modeling in any Modelica-compliant model
authoring tool.

For example, Fig. 7 shows a very simple configuration of a
thermal zone, linked to a simple HVAC model that recirculates
room air and heats it up, based on a CDL control sequence that
computes the supply air set point temperature. While this very
simple model illustrates the use for a building with one thermal
zone, Spawn supports modeling any number of thermal zones, and
also any number of buildings, thereby also supporting the devel-
opment of district energy systems. In Section 4.1, we show the
annual closed-loop performance assessment of a more detailed
HVAC system model with CDL control sequences.
3.5. Translation of control sequences

CDL is a language that is convenient for modeling of controls.
However, while Modelica environments can typically be used to
export CDL conforming control sequences as FMUs or as C code,
possibly using the emerging eFMI Standard [10], building auto-
mation systems have not been designed to execute FMUs or to
upload C code. Moreover, building operators, as well as service
here k is a parameter that is shown in Fig. 5. (Graphical annotations are omitted.)



Fig. 6. Overview of the ASHRAE Guideline 36 package implemented in the Modelica Buildings library 7.0.0.

Fig. 7. Schematic view of a simple Spawn model with one thermal zone, an ideal
heating system that recirculates air, and a PI controller.
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technicians, require implementation of the control sequences in a
particular product line, and building automation systems also
provide functionality that is generally handled differently among
the control providers, often using proprietary approaches, such as
distribution of the code to field devices, communication and access
control, trending, alarming, etc. In addition, for project submittals
and for control documentation for building operators, an English
7

language documentation needs to be provided.
Therefore, to support this workflow, we implemented the soft-

ware modelica-json that translates CDL to a JSON format [22]. This
JSON format can then be used as input to a code generator that
translates CDL to the syntax used by the particular control platform.
This is demonstrated in Section 4.2. The modelica-json translator
also uses this JSON intermediate format to test the conformance of
the control sequence specification with the CDL syntax definition,
and to generate the English language documentation of the control
sequence together with the corresponding point list, which may be
used for bidding, and the graphical representation of the block
diagram in HTML or Microsoft Word format. While the translation
via a JSON intermediate format has been developed to accommo-
date the use of CDL with legacy building control product lines, it
does not preclude companies that develop new control product
lines to directly generate code from CDL using the eFMI Standard
and through this support CDL natively.
3.6. Verification of installed sequences

The last step of the deployment is a formal verification that tests
whether the control sequences conform to the specifications that
were exported during the design phase. This step verifies whether
the sequences compute similar control actions and set points as the
specification, using trended data as input. Because proper func-
tioningmechanical equipment and communication is orthogonal to
the execution of the control logic, these aspects are not tested in
this step and need to be done separately as part of the commis-
sioning and are not discussed here.

Fig. 8 shows the verification flow diagram. The verification starts
with trending control inputs and outputs from the actual building
automation system, with an input excitation large enough to cover
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the typical operation of the sequences. The trended inputs and
outputs are stored, for example, in a CSV file, at a frequency high
enough to resolve the dynamic transients of the input and outputs.
These trended data are then read into a model that conducts the
verification. This model can be constructed from components of the
Modelica Buildings Library. The block labeled input file reader reads
the archived data. The block labeled unit conversion converts the
units to be compatible with the units used in the CDL specification.
These signals are then fed into the CDL specification. Finally, the
outputs from the CDL specification and the control outputs with
units converted to be compatible with output signals of the CDL
specification are saved to a file.

To compare the trended and simulated control outputs, we
developed an open-source, cross-platform software called funnel
[21]. The software reads two CSV files, one containing the simulated
and the other the trended control signals. It then computes a
tolerance around each simulated control point, using the L1-norm,
e.g., a rectangle, with user-specified tolerances for time and the
control signal. Next, the software selects which corners of the
tolerance rectangles are to be used to build the envelope around all
these points. The comparison then consists of interpolating the
upper and lower envelopes at the trended control signals y : [t0, t1]
/ <, where [t0, t1] is the time range for which the data have been
trended. This yields an upper bound yup : [t0, t1] / < and lower
bound ylow : [t0, t1] / <. Finally, the error is computed as

eðtkÞ ¼ maxð0; yðtkÞ� yupðtkÞÞ �minð0; yðtkÞ� ylowðtkÞÞ; (2)

where tk 2 [t0, t1] are the time instants of the reference trajectory.
These errors are then reported in a time plot and a file, and if all
e(tk) ¼ 0, the sequences conform to the specification. In addition to
these time series comparison, the process shown in Fig. 8 also al-
lows creating sequence diagrams. These can further aid in under-
standing why a sequence failed the verification.

For an example of this verification, see Section 4.3, and for a
more in-depth discussion, see Wetter et al. [37].

3.7. Verification as part of product line development

Another important use case for OpenBuildingControl is to sup-
port verification as part of product line development by control
manufacturers. Control manufacturers who do not have a sequence
translation as described in Section 3.5 will manually program
control sequences. For this use case, we prototyped a sequence
verification tool that uses the steps shown in Fig. 9.

The input to this process are the CDL specifications of the control
Fig. 8. Overview of the verification that tests whether th
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sequences, together with test input trajectories, tolerances for
accepted deviations of output values, and indicator variables. In-
dicator variables can be used to suspend a test during certain
conditions. For example, when the fan is commanded off, the
verification of supply air temperature set points may be suspended,
and restarted when the fan switches on.

The workflow for the verification is as follows: Using the
modelica-json translator, the CDL sequence is converted from
Modelica to its JSON representation. From this translation, the
software extracts the names, units and values of the parameters,
along with the names and the units of the input and the output
points of the sequence. Next, the software uses the OpenModelica
simulator [14] to generate simulated reference output time-series
for the provided set of input time-series values. After the user
sets up a mapping from the point names and units of the inputs,
outputs and parameters in the CDL sequence to their corresponding
points on the real controller, the reference input time series are
converted to the units used by the controller. Next, the BACnet
writer sets these values to the corresponding points of the
controller. Periodically, the BACnet writer reads values from the
controller and trends them to a file. Finally, the trended values of
the output variables from the real controller are converted to the
same units as the CDL reference outputs. Now, the reference and
trended output time series are compared using the funnel software,
as described in Section 3.6. A chart detailing the comparison for
each output variable is also generated at the end of each test. This
verification can also be done for outputs of subsequences that are
used to compose the top-level control sequences, thereby
providing a means to debug where deviations first occur.

For an example of this verification, see Section 4.4.
4. Examples

We will now present three examples that illustrate the end-to-
end workflow. The example in Section 4.1 demonstrates how the
library of control sequences (Section 3.3) can be used within an
energy modeling environment (Section 3.4) to test the correctness
and performance of control sequences coupled to a building energy
model. This is step (2) in Fig. 2. Next, the example in Section 4.2
shows how sequences from such an energy model have been
translated to a commercial control product line, using theworkflow
described in Section 3.5. This is step (8) in Fig. 2. Lastly, the ex-
amples in Section 4.3 and 4.4 demonstrate how a sequence
implemented in that commercial control product line can be
formally verified using the workflow described in Section 3.6 and
e installed control sequence meets the specification.



Fig. 9. Different files (yellow) and processes (green) involved in the sequence verifi-
cation tool.
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3.7. This is a part of step (9) in Fig. 2.

4.1. Performance comparison of control sequences

In this section, we compare the performance of two different
control sequences. The objectives are to demonstrate the setup for
closed loop performance assessment, to demonstrate how the
control performance can be benchmarked, and to assess the dif-
ference in annual energy consumption.

The two compared cases use the same building model. It con-
sists of a single floor with five thermal zones from the prototypical
medium office building described in the set of DOE Commercial
Building Benchmarks [7]. The two cases also use the same HVAC
system model, representing a variable air volume (VAV) system
with terminal reheat. The weather data corresponds to a typical
meteorological year (TMY3) in Chicago, IL.

The two cases only differ by the control sequence they use. For
the base case, we implemented a control sequence published in
ASHRAE's Sequences of Operation for Common HVAC Systems [1].
For the other case, we implemented the control sequence published
in ASHRAE Guideline 36 [2]. The main conceptual differences be-
tween the two control sequences are as follows:

C Duct static pressure: The base case resets the supply air static
pressure set point based on the maximum VAV box damper
opening, using a PI control loop. The Guideline 36 sequence
uses a trim and respond reset logic based on the zone pres-
sure requests sent by the VAV terminal unit controllers.

C Supply air temperature: The base case uses a constant supply
air temperature set point during occupied hours, whereas
the Guideline 36 sequence uses a trim and respond reset
logic based on the outdoor air temperature and the zone
cooling requests sent by the VAV terminal unit controllers.

In both cases, the set point is tracked with a control loop whose
output is mapped to sequence the heating coil, the economizer
dampers, and the cooling coil. In the base case, the outdoor air and
return air dampers are actuated in tandem (with complementary
positions) whereas Guideline 36 prescribes to actuate them in
sequence, with first opening the outdoor air damper and then
closing the return air damper as the control loop output increases.

C Minimum outdoor air flow rate: The base case uses a fixed
minimum outdoor air flow set point, computed per ASHRAE
Standard 62.1. The Guideline 36 sequence solves dynamically
the equations from ASHRAE Standard 62.1 based on the
actual operating conditions. In our case, the option for room
occupancy sensors is disabled so the variable that drives the
set point variation is the zone air distribution effectiveness,
which switches from 1.0 to 0.8 when the discharge air tem-
perature becomes higher than the zone air temperature.

In the base case, the set point is tracked with a PI control loop
which directly modulates the position of the economizer dampers,
whereas the Guideline 36 sequence maps the loop output to the
minimum and maximum opening of the outdoor air and return air
damper, respectively.

C Room air temperature: In heating demand, the base case uses
a constant air volume flow rate set point to modulate the
VAV box damper opening, whereas Guideline 36 uses a var-
iable set point modulated by the zone temperature control
loop output.

Fig. 10 shows the schematic diagram of the VAV system that is



Fig. 10. Schematic diagram of the VAV system used in both cases.

Fig. 11. Top level view of Modelica model for the Guideline 36 case.
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used for both cases.
Wewill now summarize the modeling and simulation approach,

compare the annual performance of the two control sequences and
discuss the results. For a more detailed discussion, see Wetter et al.
[36].

4.1.1. Modeling and simulation
All models are implemented using the Modelica Buildings Li-

brary and are available in version 8.0.0 (commit 9c680a6) of the
library [34] as part of the package Buildings.Examples.VAVReheat.
Fig. 11 shows the Guideline 36 model. In these models, the fan air
flow rate is computed based on the fan speed input signal, the fan
curve and the pressure distribution in the duct network [32]. The
air flow rate in each leg of the flow network is computed based on
friction, which depends on air flow rate, damper positions and
wind pressure on the building. The air flow rate among the thermal
zones is computed based on the pressure difference caused bywind
pressure, HVAC operation and temperature differences in each of
the thermal zones, which can induce bi-directional air flow through
open doors [31]. This system of equations is coupled to the thermal
models of the building envelope and the HVAC equipment, and
solved at every time step. All simulations were run using OPTIMICA
Compiler Toolkit (release tag r19089) on Ubuntu 18.04 64 bit. We
used the CVode solver with a tolerance of 10�6. This solver adap-
tively changes the time step to control the integration error and to
properly simulate time events and state events.

Table 2 provides an overview of the model and simulation
10
statistics. The differences in the number of variables and in the
number of time varying variables indicate that the Guideline 36
control is significantly more detailed than the base case control
sequence. To illustrate the complexity of the two control sequences,
Fig. 12 shows the number of lines of the flat Modelica representa-
tion of Dymola 2021. The figure shows that the control sequence of
Guideline 36 required about 6e7 times more code than the base
case, and the size of the code required for the Guideline 36 controls
logic is larger than the code needed to implement the HVAC system.

To conduct the simulations, it was essential that models were
implemented carefully. Early model implementations experienced
chattering due to frequent control switches, causing slow progress
during part of the simulation, and large fan air flow rates and
temperature raise as we used an idealized fan model that main-
tained set points for flow rates or head. The first issuewas corrected
through the use of hysteresis or timers for switches of continuous
time controllers as one would need to use in real controllers. The
second issue was corrected by using a fan model that uses speed as
an input and removing a return fan that was not needed in view of
the building static pressure and the low return duct friction. Robust
models that do not experience these issues have been implemented
in the library so they can be used in future experiments. For more
experiences regarding proper model configuration based on a
similar model, see Wetter et al. [36].

4.1.2. Results and discussions
Fig. 13 and Table 3 compare the annual site electricity use



Table 2
Model and simulation statistics.

Quantity Base case Guideline 36

Number of components 2929 5275
Number of variables (prior to translation) 34,129 44,026
Number of state variables 183 188
Number of continuous-time algebraic variables 3172 4008
Time for annual simulation in minutes 58 116

Fig. 12. Number of lines of code for building (including multi-zone air exchange and
infiltration), HVAC system, and controls.

Fig. 13. Comparison of HVAC site energy use between the Guideline 36 and the base
case control sequence.
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between the annual simulations with the base case control and the
Guideline 36 control. To compute site electricity use, the heating
load and cooling load at the coil was converted to electricity using a
constant coefficient of performance of COPh ¼ 4.0 and COPc ¼ 3.2.

The simulations show a reduction in HVAC site electrical energy
of 14 % yielded by the Guideline 36 control sequence.2 To under-
stand better where those savings stem from, Fig. 14 provides the
density heat map and marginal histograms of the outdoor air flow
rate and the supply air flow rate. The Guideline 36 sequence
manages to operate the system consistently with both a lower air
flow rate and a lower outdoor air fraction. The first effect is mainly
due to the terminal unit control sequence. The base case uses a
constant volume in heating demand, which is revealed on the heat
map by the dense area around (0.4, 0.15), whereas the Guideline 36
sequence modulates the discharge air flow set point based on the
actual heating demand. There are two reasons for the second effect
pertaining to the outdoor air flow. First, the Guideline 36 sequence
allows a lower minimum outdoor air flow rate when the terminal
units supply air at a temperature below the room temperature,
2 The results previously published in Wetter et al. [36] showed a significantly
higher reduction of 30 %. This is due to the following three main changes, listed
below by order of importance, that were applied to the models while investigating
the features explaining the energy savings. Minimum outdoor air flow control: In the
base case, the sizing of the minimum outdoor air flow rate set point was updated
according to ASHRAE Standard 62.1, which led to reducing the outdoor air intake by
more than 50 %. This had the highest impact on the savings. In the Guideline 36
case, the previous model had a high integral time of 1200 s in the PI loop that
controls the outdoor air flow rate. With this setting, the integral term nearly van-
ishes, which essentially renders the PI controller as a P controller that had a sig-
nificant steady-state error. For detailed closed loop models with complex control
sequences, this illustrates the need for systematic testing of each control function,
similar to the Functional Performance Testing performed on HVAC systems. The
development of a tool chain that automates this verification process will serve both
the simulation and the commissioning needs. Room air temperature control: In the
base case, the box control logic was modified with an air flow set point in heating
mode distinct from the minimum air flow set point. This is because the box control
logic is not specified in Ref. [1] and the newly implemented sequence allows a more
representative comparison with the Guideline 36 sequence. Supply air temperature
control: In the base case, the control function was implemented from the following
description: “The heating coil valve, mixed air dampers, and cooling coil valve shall
modulate in sequence to maintain the supply air temperature set point” [1]. To
represent this logic, the model had three different control loops, with distinct set
point values. This was refactored to use a single control loop, whose output signal is
mapped to sequence the three controlled devices, avoiding by principle, rather than
by parameter setting, any unwanted simultaneous operation of these devices. This
further illustrates the need for a formal description of the control logic in a way that
eliminates the risk of diverging implementations which can increase the energy
consumption if the building operator mistunes the parameter setting.
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leveraging the better air distribution effectiveness. Secondly, the
supply air temperature reset prescribed by Guideline 36 triggers
the economizer cooling mode less often than in the base case
where the dense area around (0.2, 0.25) reveals an operating point
near 100 % outdoor air with no cooling demand from the terminal
units (that would result in an increased supply air flow rate). This
directly affects the heating energy since the base case frequently
supplies air at a cooler temperature than the one needed to balance
the space loads, requiring additional terminal reheat. Fig. 15 illus-
trates the positive effect of the alternate sequence on the fan
pressure head, which is reduced by both the modulation in
sequence of the economizer dampers (as opposed to a modulation
in tandem) and the trim and respond reset logic of the duct static
pressure, which allows the VAV dampers to be operated closer to
their full opening (as opposed to the most open damper being
controlled with a set point strictly lower than the full opening,
which is a requirement when using a PI control loop so that the sign
of the tracking error can vary and the integral term can decrease).

Regarding the implementation effort that the two sequences
require, the Guideline 36 stands out as challenging due to the
complexity caused by the various mode changes, interlocks, timers
and cascading control loops and large code size. This complexity
makes verification of the correctness through inspection of the
control signals difficult. As a consequence, various programming
errors and misinterpretations or ambiguities of the Guideline 36
were only discovered in closed loop simulations, despite of having
implemented open-loop test cases for each control block. We
therefore believe it is important to provide robust, validated
implementations and reference trajectories of the sequences pub-
lished in Guideline 36. Such implementations would encapsulate
the complexity of the sequences and provide assurances that en-
ergy modeler and control providers have correct implementations.
With the implementation in the package Buildings.Con-
trols.OBC.ASHRAE.G36_PR1, we made a start for such an imple-
mentation and laid out the structure and conventions, but have not
covered all of the Guideline yet.

A key shortcoming from an implementer point of view was that
the sequence was only available in English language, and as an
implementation in WebCTRL, a commercial control product line
from ALC (Automated Logic, a Carrier company), that was “close to
the currently used version of the Guideline”. Neither allowed a
validation of the CDL implementation because the English language
version leaves room for interpretation (and cannot be executed)
and because EIKON simulation lacks the ability to easily inject
externally generated input values that can be used for testing the
dynamic response of control sequences for different input trajec-
tories. Therefore, a benefit of the Modelica implementation is that
such reference trajectories can now easily be generated to validate
alternate implementations.



Table 3
Heating Eh, cooling Ec, fan Ef and total Etot site energy, and savings of Guideline 36 case versus base case.

Eh [kWh/(m2a)] Ec [kWh/(m2a)] Ef [kWh/(m2a)] Etot [kWh/(m2a)] [%]

Base case 5.1 16.1 2.4 23.5 e

Guideline 36 3.7 14.7 1.8 20.2 14

Fig. 14. Density heat map and marginal histograms of the outdoor air flow rate and the supply air flow rate, normalized by the nominal supply air flow rate.

Fig. 15. Fan pressure rise and volume flow rate compared to an ideal system curve
with constant flow resistance (VAV dampers fully open).
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An additional benefit of the simulation based assessment was
that it allowed detecting potential issues such as a mixed air tem-
perature below the freezing point and chattering due to hard
switches, which both led to improvements to Guideline 36.

While higher efficiency of the baseline may be achieved through
supply air temperature reset or different economizer control, such
potential improvements were only recognized after seeing the re-
sults of the Guideline 36 sequence. Thus, regardless of whether a
building is using Guideline 36, having a baseline control against
which alternative implementations can be compared and bench-
marked is a valuable feature enabled by a library of standardized
control sequences. Without a benchmark, one can easily claim to
have a good control, while not recognizing what potential savings
one may miss.
Fig. 16. Steps of translating JSON representation of the CDL sequence to EIKON
sequence.
4.2. Code generation

In this section, we show an example translation of a control
12
sequence for a VAV terminal unit controller of ASHRAE Guideline 36
from CDL toWebCTRL, a commercial control product line from ALC,
using code generation. WebCTRL is based on a block diagram lan-
guage called EIKON that has predefined elementary blocks, and a
line programming language that can be used to add custom blocks.
Translating from CDL to WebCTRL involves two steps. First, the
JSON representation is generated from CDL using modelica-json as
described in Section 3.5. Next, the EIKON Add-on shown in Fig. 16
that we have been developing is used to translate the JSON repre-
sentation of the control sequence to EIKON code. As an input, the
EIKON Add-on uses the JSON representation of the control sequence
together with the Rules files. The Rules files specify the criteria for
EIKON block selection, CDL to EIKON parameter mapping and
conversion, and the OCL (Operators’ Control Language) code for
custom blocks. The Translator takes the JSON output of modelica-
json together with the Rules files to create an Instructions JSON
file. The Instructions file specifies which EIKON blocks to instantiate.
It also specifies connection endpoints, and parameter override
values. Composite control blocks that include a hierarchical struc-
ture of lower level control blocks are translated recursively. Once
only elementary blocks are encountered, they are translated to
EIKON code. For some blocks, a one-to-one mapping to native
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EIKON objects is performed. For example, for a logical "or"-block, a
one-to-one mapping is possible. Other blocks require generation of
OCL line programming code that is used by EIKON. For example,
CDL has an adder that outputs y ¼ k1 u1 þ k2 u2 for gains k1 and k1
and inputs u1 and u2, whereas in EIKON, the native add-block
outputs y ¼ u1 þ u2. For such cases, OCL line programming code
is generated unless k1¼ k2¼1. Next, parameter values are assigned,
and in some cases evaluated because CDL allows statements for
parameter propagation that are not supported by EIKON. The
complete Instructions JSON file is then input to the Builder, which
creates the EIKON control program. In the Builder, components are
laid out graphically, and inputs and outputs are connected and laid
out graphically. While CDL declares the graphical layout, the posi-
tion of the I/O on the mapped EIKON blocks may be different.
Therefore the connections are rerouted in this step. All these op-
erations are specific to the control target platform, and some may
require proprietary knowledge of the control target platform.
Therefore, the Builder portion of the process is proprietary. For ease
of use, a single add-on to EIKON bundles together the Translator and
Builder portions into one action so that the instructions can remain
internal and are not written out as a file. Fig. 17 shows the block
diagram view of the VAV terminal unit in CDL at the top of the
figure and its generated EIKON control program below it. Once
translated, the EIKON implementation need not know anything
about CDL.

4.3. Verification of installed sequences

We will now demonstrate an example in which we verified
conformance to a CDL specification of an installed control sequence.
This uses the workflow described in Section 3.6. We used the
controller OptiFlex G5CE from Automated Logic, which has been
loaded with a set of control sequences programmed for a single
zone VAV system. The sequence controls the fan speed based on the
cooling control signal, heating control signal, zone temperature
setpoint, measured zone temperature, outdoor air temperature and
supply air fan status. The verification tool communicates with the
controller using the BACnet/IP protocol. For this benchtop test, we
allowed all BACnet points on the controller to be read/write over
the network.

In the Modelica Buildings Library, this sequence is implemented
in the model Buildings.Controls.OBC.ASHRAE.G36_PR1.AHUs.
SingleZone.VAV.SetPoints.Supply, which we used as the reference
implementation. We created a 1 h validation test. Fig. 18 shows the
configuration file that specifies the validation test, the control
sequence, the output signals and their tolerances, and the control-
ler's communication settings. Fig. 19 shows a snippet of the point
and unit mapping between the CDL points and the corresponding
BACnet points on the controller. The verification tool takes these
input files and identifies the input and output BACnet points for the
sequence under test. Then, communicating with the controller via
the BACnet writer and reader, it saves the trended control points.
Next, the tool uses the trended input points from the controller and
runs the CDL simulation using OpenModelica to create the reference
trajectories. As the last step, it invokes the sequence verification,
which will produce the charts that compare reference and trended
outputs for each variable. Fig. 20 shows such a chart produced for the
fan speed set point of the verified sequence.

Fig. 20 shows that around t¼ 250 s, the trended signal is outside
the tolerance of the reference signal. As this control sequence has
neither continuous nor discrete state variables, this suggests a
difference in the implementation of the sequence or its configu-
ration. As a next step, the control logic and its configuration pa-
rameters would need to be inspected to identify the root cause for
this difference. For this controller, part of the difference around
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t ¼ 250 may originate from fact that the implementation in the
Automated Logic controller computes internally a heating and
cooling control signal using a PI controller based on zone air tem-
perature set point and measurement, whereas in the CDL imple-
mentation, this control signal is an input to the sequence that is
computed in a different module. This difference in control input
and output variables shows that verifying control logic confor-
mance to ASHRAE Guideline 36would be facilitated if the Guideline
were to be explicit about the input and output variables of the in-
dividual control sequences.

4.4. Verification as part of product line development

We will now demonstrate an example in which we verified a
control sequence that is installed on a controller using the process
described in Section 3.7. For this example, we used the controller
OptiFlex G5CE controller from Automated Logic. The controller has
a sequence loaded that computes the active set point temperature
of a VAV terminal unit from ASHRAE Guideline 36. We will verify
this sequence against the CDL specification Buildings.Con-
trols.OBC.ASHRAE.G36_PR1.TerminalUnits.SetPoints from the
Modelica Buildings Library. The configuration files for the test
configuration and the point mapping have the same structure as
shown in Figs. 18 and 19 and hence are not reproduced here for this
controller configuration. These two items are the inputs to the
BACnet writer, together with the CSV control input file, as shown in
the flow chart in Fig. 9. The verification tool takes these input files,
communicates with the controller via the BACnet writer and reader,
and outputs the trended control output file. As the last step, it in-
vokes the sequence verification, which will produce the charts that
compare reference and trended output for each variable. Fig. 21
shows a magnified section of such a chart for the verification of
the active heating set point that is output of the sequence. For this
illustration, we introduced an error near t ¼ 60 s to illustrate how
the result of a failed test is displayed.

5. Discussion

To our best knowledge, this is the first implementation of a set of
modular, but interdependent, computing tools that pave the path
towards digitization of the controls development, specification,
delivery and verification, under the major technical constraint of
reusing existing building control product lines. This workflow is
possible because declarative modeling languages and system
simulation technologies sufficiently advanced over the past years.
They now allow representation of actual control sequences in a
declarative way, simulation-based assessment of their energy and
comfort performance using an energy model in the loop, and
translation of the control sequence to other computer languages
using machine-to-machine translation. The significance of such a
digitized workflow is that it allows performance assessment early
on during design to improve system-level performance, non-
ambiguous specification of the control sequence to avoid ambigu-
ity for the controls contractor, automated translation to control
product lines to reduce engineering time and avoid coding errors,
and formal verification relative to the specification from the design
phase to ensure correctness of the implementation. Moreover, best-
in-class control sequences can be shared through reusable libraries,
and these sequences can be continuously improved and deployed
through such libraries to industry.

While we demonstrated such amachine-to-machine translation
using one commercial control product line, the intermediate ex-
change format is vendor independent and has not been designed
specifically for this target platform. Translation of this intermediate
format to other control product lines is currently examined through



Fig. 17. VAV terminal unit controller that is part of the control sequence which has been translated from CDL (top) to EIKON (bottom) for use in ALC WebCTRL.
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Fig. 18. Configuration file used by the sequence verification tool.

Fig. 19. Snippet of an example point and unit mapping file between the CDL variable
and the real controller point.

Fig. 20. Illustration of the output chart generated by the sequence verification tool for
a zone heating set point. The shaded region is the region of acceptance, and the blue
points show the error between reference and actual control output. (For interpretation
of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web
version of this article.)

Fig. 21. Illustration of the output chart generated by the sequence verification tool for
a zone heating set point. The shaded region is the region of acceptance, and the blue
points show the error between reference and actual control output. (For interpretation
of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web
version of this article.)
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an ongoing standardization process within ASHRAE Standard 231P
“CDL - A Control Description Language for Building Environmental
Control Sequences”, complementing BACnet for communication,
Guideline 36 for natural language documentation of control se-
quences, and ASHRAE Standard 223P for semantic modeling. To
facilitate adoption by the building controls industry who is not
expected to migrate any time soon to new product lines, the in-
termediate exchange format was designed to be a common de-
nominator across control product lines. This resulted in limited
functionality compared to what is available in products for model-
based design that include controller code generation, typically via C
code. For example, state machines that would be convenient to
express control sequences and that modern simulation
15
environments generally support are currently not allowed in our
control represenation because building control companies
expressed to the authors that they cannot support state machines
in their product lines.

6. Conclusion

Properly designed conventional building control sequences can
significantly reduce energy consumption. However, correct imple-
mentation of such sequences is difficult and time-consuming. To
digitize this process, we developed a Control Description Language
(CDL) that allows expressing building control sequences in a digital,
machine readable language. We showed that CDL is suitable for (i)
documentation of controls intent in English language and in
machine-readable digital format, (ii) closed loop simulation for
performance assessment, (iii) code generation to commercial con-
trol product lines, and (iv) formal verification of installed control
sequences.

By providing ready-to-use libraries of control sequences in CDL
that can be configured to a particular building, as demonstrated
with our implementation, the complexity of control implementa-
tion can be hidden from the end-user. Therefore, a library of care-
fully designed and implemented control sequences has the
potential to substantially reduce energy consumption. We
demonstrated that with CDL-conforming control sequences,
coupled towhole building energy models, these energy savings can
be quantified, allowing to compare different control strategies. In
our case study, annual simulations revealed the main underlying
reasons for the energy savings, and they revealed potential issues
which helped improving the sequence itself. However, for the nu-
merical simulations to be efficient and robust, the control se-
quences need to be properly implemented. For example, for
continuous time control, all switches need hysteresis or a time
delay, and the solver needs to be able to handle time and state
events.

We also showed that CDL control sequences can be translated to
a commercial control product line using code generation. This
promises to significantly reduce effort for programming of control
sequences, and it allows elimination of programming errors when
implementing the control specification. Finally, we introduced a
process and supporting tools for the formal verification of building
control sequences relative to their digital specification in CDL,
thereby providing an end-to-end quality control. To standardize
this process, the here presented work initiated the development of
ASHRAE Standard 231P, which aims to standardize the digital
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representation of control logic, thereby complementing standards
for communication and for semantic modeling.

In future work, we will expand a library of control sequences.
We will also further develop a tool chain to

1. enable mechanical designers to create specifications based on
the simulation model,

2. allow control providers to translate CDL-conforming control
sequences to their product line, and

3. allow the commissioning provider to verify correct imple-
mentation by executing the control model with inputs and pa-
rameters obtained from the real implementation, and
comparing the simulated with the real actuator signals.

We also recommend implementing Guideline 36 using the CDL
language. This would allow a non-ambiguous, executable specifi-
cation against which vendor-specific implementations could be
tested and certified using free, open-source tools.
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